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Abstract 

Continuous flight auger (CFA) piles are installed by inserting into the soil a continuous flight auger by the 

combined action of a torque and an axial thrust. Viggiani (1989, 1993) proposed a theoretical method to predict 

such installation forces, based on screw theory. In the present note, additional features are included, like soil with 

dilatant elastic-plastic behaviour. By comparing the results, practical implications for pile installation and design 

may be derived. 

1. Introduction  

Continuous flight auger or CFA piles are installed by inserting into the soil a continuous flight auger by 

the combined action of a torque and an axial thrust, which consists in the auger and equipment weight. 

The auger has a hollow stem provided with a temporary closure plate at the lower end. Once the desired 

depth is attained, a fluid concrete is pumped down the stem releasing the bottom plate. As concrete is 

pumped, the auger is pulled up without rotation, with a suitable rate to form the pile, removing the soil 

within the spiral flights. The typical range of pile nominal diameter is between 350 mm and 900 mm; 

the external diameter of the stem is between 140 and 160 mm, the internal diameter is between 100 and 

125 mm (Viggiani, 2013). Reinforcement for steel-reinforced CFA piles is placed into the hole filled 

with fluid concrete immediately after withdrawal of the auger. CFA piles are typically installed with 

lengths of up to 30 m, whereas, with a proper concrete mix and a suitably assembled cage, the 

reinforcement is often confined to the upper 10 to 15 m of the pile for ease of installation (Brown et al., 

2007). 

Popularity of CFA piles has expanded in the early 1980s (Fleming, 1995), with: advances in automated 

monitoring and recording devices that alleviate concerns of quality control; increasing of equipment 

torque capacity; development of theoretical studies that enhance the understanding of continuous flight 

auger piling, validated by experimental tests. The more knowledge about CFA piling increases, the more 

engineers can benefit from the considerable advantages that CFA piles offer:  no need of temporary 

support, since the wall of the borehole is continually supported by the spiral flights and the soil within 

them, or by the concrete as it is pumped; high productivity, since the pile is drilled in one continuous 

operation, thus reducing the time required to drill the hole; feasibility in any type of soil except for 

conditions requiring penetration of very hard strata (e.g. rock); the lowest noise for any pile of 

comparable size; minimal vibrations. 

2. Viggiani theory for auger mechanism 

Prediction of the installation forces required to install a continuous flight auger allows selection of the 

appropriate equipment during the foundation system design stage. A theoretical method to achieve such 

a purpose was presented by Viggiani (1989, 1993). He studied the mechanics of augering, assuming 

that, during penetration, the auger was acted upon by an axial thrust, Q, a base resistance from the soil, 

P, and an axial force, N, generated by the rotation of the auger through the application of torque, M 

(Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: forces acting on the auger during augering (Viggiani, 1993) 

It resulted that, to get a penetration without decompression of the soil, the torque supplied by the 

equipment must belong to the following range: 
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In Equations 1 and 2: d is the overall diameter of the auger; d0 is the diameter of the central hollow stem; 

l is the pitch of the screw; φ is the friction angle; z is the depth reached by the auger, τlim is the shearing 

strength of the soil, expressed as β∙σ’v = k∙tgϕ∙σ’v, where k is the earth pressure coefficient. 

If the equipment has not a sufficient torque capacity, the soil surrounding the pile loosens. 

The axial thrust needed to have penetration is: 

Q = P − Slim                                                                                                                                              (3) 

In Eq. 3 the base resistance, P, may be calculated as qb∙Ab, where Ab = π∙d0
2/4 is the area of the auger 

base and qb = Nq∙σ’v is the unit base resistance that soil offers to auger penetration, where Nq is the 

bearing capacity factor; Slim = τlim(πdz) is the resultant of the limiting shear stresses on the cylindrical 

surface of the screw. 

Eq. 3 may be rewritten in the following dimensionless form: 
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In Eq. 4: γ is the unit weight of the soil.  

Eq. 4 is presented in graphical form in Fig. 2(a) for Nq = 50, β = k∙μ = k∙tgϕ = 1 and typical values of 

d0/d. 

It results that the thrust needed to have penetration without decompression must increase while auger 

penetrates soil, but, once reached a certain depth, zmax, which corresponds to the maximum Q value 

required, the needed thrust starts decreasing and vanishes at a depth which is twice zmax.  

Eq. 2, taking the equality, may be rewritten in the following dimensionless form:  
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Eq. 5 is presented in graphical form in Fig. 2(b) for Nq = 50, β = 1, l = 0.52m and typical values of d0/d. 

The friction angle, φ, has been derived from Eq. 6, since Nq is set, and it’s been assumed that the 

coefficient of friction between the screw and the soil equals tanφ. 
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Figure 2:normalized axial thrust (a) and torque (b) needed for penetration as a function of the normalized 

penetration depth, according to Viggiani (1993). 

3. Viggiani theory developments: soil overconsolidation ratio influence on installation forces 

The assumption β = 1 was removed, setting Nq = 50. Considering the most widely used values of Nq, 

that are those derived by Berezantzev et al. (1961), the variation of Nq with φ, may be expressed by the 

following relation: 

Nq = 100.0763∙ϕ−0.7657                                                                                                                             (6) 

which gives φ ≈ 32° for Nq = 50. Such a φ value will represent, here, the critical state friction angle, φcs, 

relating to conditions where the soil shears with zero dilation, i.e. at constant volume. It’s been assumed 

μ = tgϕ = tgϕcs, and the earth pressure coefficient, k, coincident with the one at rest, ko, estimated by the 

approach proposed by Kulhawy and Mayne (1990): 

ko = (1 − sinφ)(OCR)sinφ                                                                                                                                (7) 

where: OCR is the overconsolidation ratio; φ = φcs. 

A simple approach to set an OCR distribution along the depth is supposing it is due to the erosion of a 

soil layer, H, so that: 

OCR = 1 +
H

z
                                                                                                                                            (8) 

Three H values were assumed in calculations: 0m (OCR = 1, normally consolidated soil), 2m, 4m. 

The considered CFA is characterized by the following geometrical features: the overall diameter of the 

auger is d = 0.6m, the outer diameter of the central hollow stem is d0 = 0.3∙d, the pitch of the auger is l 

= 0.62m. 

 

Figure 3: normalized axial thrust (a) and torque (b) needed for penetration as a function of the normalized 

penetration depth and the soil overconsolidation ratio. 
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Fig. 3 shows that the needed torque (3a) increases by increasing OCR, while other features are constant, 

whereas the axial thrust (3b) decreases and vanishes more rapidly.    

4. Viggiani theory developments: soil stiffness and dilatancy influence on installation forces 

Viggiani results refer to homogeneous sand, characterized by uniform strength and modelled as a rigid-

plastic medium. Actually, in a uniform sand deposit, the friction angle, φ, decreases with increasing 

confining pressure, for a given uniform soil relative density (Bolton, 1986). In fact, effective stresses 

and soil density affect the soil rate of dilatancy which is correlated to the magnitude of the extra angle 

of shearing of soil with reference to its critical state angle of shearing resistance. 

The influence of soil dilatancy on CFA required installation forces was considered by adopting Bolton 

theory to estimate the peak angle of shearing resistance. 

According to Bolton, φ may be related to the relative density of the sand, the mean effective stress at 

failure, p’, and the critical state angle of friction, φcs, by mean of a relative density index, IR, given by:  

IR = Dr(10 − ln p′) − 1                                                                                                                              (9) 

where Dr is the soil relative density. A lower limit of zero must be taken for IR at very high stress levels, 

while values of IR greater than 4 should be treated with caution. 

The appropriate value of φ may be estimated by the following relation, valid for triaxial strain 

conditions: 

φ = φcs + 3 ∙ IR                                                                                                                                       (10) 

The p’ value may be taken, in absence of further information, as the in-situ mean effective stress, 

according to the following relation: 

p′ =
1+2ko

3
∙ σv

′                                                                                                                                                   (11) 

For given values of φcs, Dr, and σ’v, the evaluation of φ requests some iterations, since the mean effective 

stress at failure, p’, depends itself on φ, by means of ko. 

As previously mentioned, Viggiani modelled soil as a rigid-plastic medium. In order to improve the 

understanding of mechanics of augering, soil has been, then, modelled as an elastic-plastic medium. 

Therefore, to predict the auger point resistance, an application of cavity expansion concepts to pile 

foundation attributable to Vesic (1977) has been adopted. For cohesionless soils, the point resistance 

may be expressed by the following relation: 

qb = p′ ∙ Nσ                                                                                                                                              (12) 

In Eq. 12, according to Vesic, an approximate value of Nσ can be found if the average normal stress 

along the ring BD (see Fig. 4) is assumed to be equal to the ultimate pressure needed to expand a 

spherical cavity in an infinite soil mass, assumed to behave as an ideal elastic-plastic solid.  

 

Figure 4: Failure pattern under pile point (Vesic, 1977) 

Computations based on these assumptions provide for Nσ the following expression: 
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In Eq. 13: Irr is the reduced rigidity index, expressed as follows: 

Irr =
Ir

1+Ir∙∆
                                                                                                                                                       (14) 

In Eq. 14: Ir is the rigidity index, given by the following expression: 

Ir =
G

p′tanφ
                                                                                                                                                        (15) 

where G is the shear modulus. Without loss of generality, G was assumed to be a fraction 0.1 of the 

small-strain shear modulus, G0, estimated by Eq. 16 (Carriglio et al, 1989): 

G0

pa
= 400(1 + 2Dr) ∙ (

p′

pa
)

0.5

                                                                                                                        (16) 

where pa is the atmospheric pressure (100 kPa). 

The volume change parameter, Δ, represents average volumetric strain in the plastic zone III surrounding 

the cavity (see Fig. 4); it was derived assuming a hyperbolic stress-strain relationship and that triaxial 

tests were representative of this problem, thus resulting in the following expression: 

∆=
p′

E

3M

3−M
(1 − 2𝜈)                                                                                                                                         (17) 

In Eq. 17: E is the Young’s modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, M is the inclination of the critical state line 

in the plane (p’,q) (q is the stress deviator): 

M =
6sinφ

3−sinφ
                                                                                                                                                   (18) 

A comparison between the installation forces derived by Viggiani theory for a normally consolidated 

and overconsolidated homogeneous soil modelled as a rigid-plastic medium with the ones derived by 

Viggiani theory for the same soil modelled as an elastic-plastic medium has been carried out.  

 

Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) show that, fixed soil OCR distribution along depth, the required installation torque 

increases by increasing soil rate of dilatancy; the two analyzed solutions coincide for Dr = 25%: in this 

case, the low rate of dilatancy can’t affect the installation torque, which means that Viggiani solution 

may be adopted for a loose sand. Set soil relative density, the required installation torque increases by 

increasing soil overconsolidation ratio, because horizontal stresses acting at the borehole wall have also 

increased. 

 

Figure 5: normalized torque needed for penetration as a function of the normalized penetration depth and the 

soil relative density in a normally consolidated soil (a) and an overconsolidated soil (b). 
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Figure 6: normalized axial thrust needed for penetration as a function of the normalized penetration depth and 

the soil relative density in a normally consolidated soil (a) and an overconsolidated soil (b). 

Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) show that, set soil OCR distribution along depth, the required installation axial thrust 

increases by increasing soil rate of dilatancy; such a result indicates that, despite removing the rigid-

plastic soil assumption, soil strength increase cause greater Q values to be supplied by the equipment. 

Set soil relative density, the required axial thrust decreases by increasing soil overconsolidation ratio, 

because, while horizontal stresses acting on the borehole wall have increased, soil dilatancy has been 

partially inhibited by the soil overconsolidation. Hence, the resultant of mobilized shear stress, τ, acting 

at the borehole wall increase overcomes the auger point resistance increase. 
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